
Teddy Bear Picnic Day
Elementary level 



Task 1: Warm-up

Look at the picture. Who are they? What are they doing? 
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Task 2: Vocabulary presentation

Look at the pictures and repeat after your teacher. 
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milkshake        pancake             salad               chips                 coffee

hotdog            apple pie             fruit                   tea                     jam 



Task 3.1: Vocabulary practice
Let’s join teddy bears. Prepare your basket and say: “I am going on a 
teddy bear picnic and I am taking…” 
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Task 3.2: Vocabulary practice for group lessons

Play a chain game. One student says a sentence about their basket. 
Another student says a sentence about their basket using the food 
name from the previous sentence, "some", "any" or "a/an".
Student 1: In my picnic basket, there are some chips. 
Student 2: In my picnic basket, there aren't any chips, but there are some pancakes.
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Task 4: Matching the words
Match the parts of the words.

1. milk a) it
2. chi b) dog
3. pan c) shake
4. hot d) ps
5. sa e) lad
6. cof f) cake
7. fru g) fee
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Task 5: Watching a video
Watch the video and tick the activities you have seen in it. 

1. playing hide and seek
2. reading a book 
3. drinking juice
4. playing football
5. playing frisbee
6. listening to music
7. catching butterflies 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=vo1YtV-dVKo


Task 6: Watching a video

Watch the video again and fill in the gaps with the missing words 
(bear, big, because, woods (2x), picnic, go).

If you go down to the ____ today 
You’re sure of a ____ surprise 
If you go down to the ____ today 
You’d better ____ in disguise 
For every ____ that ever there was 
Will gather there for certain ____
Today’s the day the teddy bears have their ____.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=vo1YtV-dVKo


Hometask 1

Watch the video and write the toys, 
food and colours that you see. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=V8ebBrV__f8


Hometask 2

Look at the pictures and make up a new story about Teddy Bear’s 
picnic to share it in the classroom. 
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